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Abstract
This article shows a socio-technical evaluation of the Australian case which has international implications for energy policy and
regulation. Australia is one of few places globally that have faced domestic PV (photovoltaic system) adoption of above 50% of
feeder connections. This leads to grid issues and is an emerging issue globally. Grid issues include over-voltage, thermal
overload, frequency instability and voltage instability. This paper offers a policy process to regulate PV. This research extends
earlier econometric modelling of Australian PVadoption data and extends it to focus on PV regulation in low voltage grids. This
paper explores five policy options to help regulate PV in low voltage grids: the role of distribution businesses, inverter regulation,
PV export limits, cost reflective pricing, and storage. Policy complexity comes from the need to incorporate many stakeholder
perspectives, and this research contributes to policy clarity by seeking a consensus.
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Introduction

High penetrations of PV in low voltage grids causes voltage
rise and can cause thermal overload of cables and transformers
and other problems. Clever system design can reduce these
problems and offer services to the wider electricity system via
frequency control and voltage control.

Governments are struggling to regulate PV because con-
sumers expect free choice to increase PV penetration.
Therefore, this research explores policies for regulation of
PV that balance the system needs and the consumer needs.
The method is expert interview using a Policy Delphi method
for analysis [22] and this research could be input for grid
planning and energy policy [28].

The problem of regulating PV when the electorate expects
free choice to add PV is a wicked problem [36] and can be
tamed but not solved. This research can be used to tame PVon
low voltage grids and reflects the move from centralised elec-
tricity systems to distributed customer end solutions. These

customer end solutions take advantage of the huge advance
in recent years in communications and computing power [24]
and the consequent ability to generate feedback to improve
system control [6]. The resulting changed electricity system is
called in this paper the “Customer Grid”.

Context

PV in Australia

PVovervoltage is acutely felt in Australia due to world leading
PVmarket penetration of up to 50%, long low-voltage-feeders
with significant voltage-droop, and high solar insolation.
Excessive PV generation in a single feeder can cause a back-
wards flow of power at the transformer and most Australian
transformers are designed for single direction flow. PV sys-
tems cutout when voltage rises above the operating range of
the PV inverter [4].

Over 1.6 million homes with PV in Australia have regis-
tered for a subsidy with the Australian Government. Table 1
shows Australian PV installations by state and by year.

From 2009 to 2012 saw the average domestic PV installa-
tion of negative cost to the consumer. This means the subsidy
was higher than the price of PVand is marked with a red circle
in Fig. 1. The result of this negative cost is reflected in Table 1
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showing PV installations jumped from 66,000 to 360,000
from 2009 to 2011.

Figure 1 shows PV adoption with the blue line, PV system
price with the dotted orange line and subsidy with the green line.
The dotted line is cost, and the green line is subsidy. The subsidy
uses the first year of Feed-in Tariff (FIT) income after the pur-
chase of PV for a weighted average of the other subsidies.

P a t t e r n s o f PV u p t a k e w e r e mo d e l l e d b y
Green_Energy_Trading [14] as having four PV adoption
drivers: level of home ownership; suitability of buildings which
measured detached and semi-detached dwellings; % of house-
hold income spent on energy; and the level of new home and
renovation activity. The last of these was reflecting the market
included many builders that offered PV in new home packages.

International Research on PV Overvoltage

Internationally, the need for PV regulation is occurring
where there is a low voltage distribution grid and a high

PV concentration [16]. The US grid design is primarily
high voltage, so the problem is in the European style
grids, which include Australia. Most research is from a
power engineering perspective [5, 17].

Power engineering can address overvoltage with grid-rein-
forcement, storage, reactive power absorption by PV inverters,
active transformers, active power curtailment, and demand
response [18]. One fertile area is reactive power management
which could increase the PV hosting capacity of a distribution
line and transformer by more than 20% [18]. Reactive power
could be best absorbed by the first PV systems on a line to
minimise the reactive power absorption. To achieve reactive
power absorption by PV inverters the inverters need to be
oversized. Haque and Wolfs [17] review the research on PV
overvoltage methods, and Ali et al. [5] review a topological
approach to managing PVovervoltage.

In addition to this power engineering research there is some
policy and regulatory research on PV which is outlined in
“Literature and Results” section.
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Fig. 1 Subsidy and PV system
$A price per watt and PV
installation total by year -sourced
from Australian Photovoltaic
Institute (APVI) and Australian
Bureau of Statistics (ABS)

Table 1 The number of domestic PV installation by state/territory in the period 2001–2016

YEAR ACT NSW NT QLD SA TAS VIC WA NATIONAL

2001–7 102 779 26 475 1037 26 828 262 3535

2008 278 2890 88 3087 3456 161 2036 2068 14,064

2009 803 14,008 215 18,283 8569 1452 11,847 11,157 66,334

2010 2323 69,988 637 48,697 16,705 1889 35,676 22,293 198,208

2011 6860 80,272 401 95,303 63,553 2475 60,214 51,667 360,745

2012 1522 53,961 513 130,252 41,851 6364 66,204 42,653 343,320

2013 2411 33,998 1024 71,197 29,187 7658 33,332 21,600 200,407

2014 1225 37,210 1026 57,748 15,166 4207 40,061 23,496 180,139

2015 1066 33,484 1197 39,510 12,084 2020 31,360 20,799 141,520

2016 999 29,796 1793 35,717 12,682 2580 26,506 25,302 135,374

TOTAL 17,619 357,438 7024 501,387 205,946 28,882 308,977 221,533 1,648,805
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Research Design

To research regulation of PV in low voltage grids we used the
Policy Delphi interview structure [35]. The method was to
select 100 energy experts in Australia that had a knowledge
of the consumer end of the electricity system. Then the next
step was to survey for quantitative and qualitative data. A
broad range of stakeholders were interviewed, and the inter-
views were in-depth with significant open discussion. Forty-
one interviews were conducted under University of
Melbourne Ethics ID 1851018.1.

The experts who agreed to an interview were emailed a
Plain Language Statement and Consent and they confirmed
their acceptance of the Consent via email. They were then
interviewed face to face or online with a video conferencing
software. These interviews were conducted from April 2018
until July 2018, coincidently a time of great turmoil in
Australian energy policy. The main effect of this turmoil was
that interviewees were keen to share their opinions. Political
disagreement about Australian energy policy contributed to
the replacement of Australian Prime Minister Malcolm
Turnbull with Scott Morrison on the 24th of August 2018.

The interview questions covered the role of distribution
businesses, the role of PVexport limits, the role of high tech-
nology customer inverters, the role of cost reflective pricing
and the role of storage. Table 2 shows the questions.

Literature and Results

The interviews sought views on PV regulation through
changing the role of distribution businesses, inverter regu-
lation, PV export limits, cost reflective pricing, and stor-
age. The interviewees included three politicians who had
had an energy portfolio and many energy leaders. A cross

section of Australian energy specialists were interviewed
including people in academia, business, government, poli-
cy and not for profit organisations.

The Distribution Businesses (DB) Role in Facilitating
this Energy Transition?

The energy transition will involve DB’s as they control the
key constrained assets. This change is constrained, as
Australian monopoly mean they cannot operate in a compet-
itive market. Australian DB’s have tended to leave a lot of
market innovation to retailers as this has generally been out-
side their income stream. This has changed recently in
Australia with the establishment of market facing companies
that have a Chinese wall between them and their DB owner.
Examples include Mondo [25] and Yurika [40].

DB’s are facing other drivers of change than PV. These
include increasing EV uptake [32], the deterioration of their
Return on Assets, the rise of aggregators acting as intermedi-
aries with customer, the customer drive for energy indepen-
dence and the pressure from government. On the other hand,
DB’s operate in a highly regulated space, so their response to
the Customer Grid will be very conservative. This conserva-
tism is partly due to the high reliability hurdles for distribution
businesses who are required to meet reliability hurdles. If they
do not meet certain service levels, the asset payment is zero
and this has built a deep conservatism in these businesses.
Other barriers to change at DB’s include entrenched political
viewpoints pro or anti renewables. There is also regulatory
barrier to change in that Rule 6.1.4 of the National Energy
Rules needs to change to allow DB’s to price their services
on exported power.

Real-time-pricing and fast response technologies to reduce
peak load can be created using fast response technologies,
smart appliances, energy storage and home energy controllers.

Table 2 Questions used in this research on PV in the electricity system

Transition to consumer roles in the electricity system Importance? 1–7 How likely are we
to succeed? 1-low
chance 7-certain

# of years in
future 1–10

1 Distribution businesses’ role in facilitating this energy transition?
This is shown in the graphs below as “Customer Grid” and refers to policy

to improve the innovation and customer focus of distribution businesses.

1–7 1–7 1–10

2 The role of PVexport limits.
This refers to policy allowing the network to control additional PVon the grid.

1–7 1–7 1–10

3 The role of smart inverters to improve the grid? This is shown in the graphs
as “high tech inverters” and refers to inverter functions for voltage control
as well as load control.

1–7 1–7 1–10

4 The role of network price reform to improve the grid?
This is shown in the graphs as “cost reflective pricing” and refers to the use of

price reform in altering customer energy-related decisions.

1–7 1–7 1–10

5 The role of home battery storage rules.
This is shown in the graphs as “storage playing a key role” and refers to the

controls on storage to improve the operation of the grid.

1–7 1–7 1–10
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There has been some network pricing innovation in the
Netherlands as shown in Fig. 2. Figure 2 shows a structure
that offers consumers a band of maximum PV input and max-
imum draw on the grid, and a separate and higher tariff for any
electricity outside this band. The goal of this Enexis tariff is
flattening of load on the distribution system.

The ability of the distribution businesses to work with the
data they hold at present, and work towards a sharing of that
data to allow others to participate in the solution will take
some changes in current DB behaviour and culture. There
are some signs of this change beginning. For example, the
Victorian government has proposed a data repository of all
smart grid data, which may lead to a market emerging. The
distribution businesses are highly regulated business, which is
incompatible with innovation, so they will not run the market,
but they are a key participant as DB’s have privileged knowl-
edge about the network.

The COAG Energy Council which is the penultimate po-
litical forum for energy policy considered requirements for
large wind and large PV generators to offer storage, and fast
frequency response in 2017. Smaller systems could technical-
ly offer this in the future. The AS4777 standards body is
considering fast frequency response in 2019. DB reforms are
unlikely before about 2026 as shown on Fig. 6.

Inverter Regulation

Air-conditioning, PV systems, storage systems and EV charg-
ing all use inverters that could help the grid.

& The first way that inverters can help the grid is through
providing reactive power and voltage control and perhaps

in the future, frequency control. Inverters can contribute to
voltage control with voltage set points that limit output
and help protect transformers from reverse current and
the problem of overvoltage events [33]. Voltage control
built into inverters is coming in an update to the
Australian PV inverter standard AS4777. AS4777 already
has a droop setting to respond to frequency rise by reduc-
ing PVoutput, and works the other way if there is a battery
in the system. In addition to the sustained droop response,
AS4777 requires the inverters provide reactive power by
PQ capability diagram settings. Our expert interviews rec-
ommended the updating of inverter technology though
standards which can be led by industry.

& The second way inverters can help the grid is by automat-
ically responding to network conditions through battery
storage of PV, load reduction or load switching.
Distribution businesses generally are not sure how toman-
age this disaggregated resource and it is not yet clear what
settings are best for the grid.

& Voltage control built into inverters can also help
homeowners receive more real power, and less apparent
power may offer a power saving of up to 2.5% and in-
crease the life of household devices from an average of
nine years, to an average of 12 years [12].

To regulate inverters, a challenging task is getting agree-
ment on standards and appropriate regulation. Some
futureproofing is possible if new inverters are programmable
and compatible with the network. Regulation can ensure we
install grid friendly inverters. Australia is ready for such a
transition [26]. The most recent demonstration of readiness
is outlined in the Finkel Review [13].

Fig. 2 Symmetrical Band Model Network Tariffs (Enexis Holding Netherlands)
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PV Export Limits

Grid export limits are being used in Germany and Australia in
2019. They are used in cases of high penetration of PV on
distribution networks. Australian DBs impose PV export
limits usually at a fixed level of 4.8kw. Instead of PV export
limits, dynamic control of inverters can be used. PVovervolt-
age is dynamic, so PVexport limits and controls on customer
assets should be dynamic [33].

The expert interviews showed a concern that PV export
limits was a DB centric solution that does not meet other goals
of environment and community drive for control of their elec-
tricity system. They were concerned that PVexport limits are a
short-term fix that will be needed less as the grid technology
develops. Long term we do not want the distribution busi-
nesses to refuse connections or limit exports in built up areas
but can expect this is a tool in dispersed grids.

PV ramp rate may also need regulating in high PV density
areas. A potent tool for managing ramp rate is storage which is
discussed in “Storage” section.

Cost Reflective Pricing

Cost reflective pricing includes all actual costs of deliver-
ing electricity. When people generate PV power their cur-
rent fees for network services (for the times they need the
grid) are not paying the network costs [30]. This is an
increasing problem and requires policy changes to deliver
economic return to the network owners.

Variable network pricing has polled as being unpopular
with customers, but it is a key tool to reduce electricity prices.
Regulations allow network companies implement cost reflec-
tive pricing, but they have been slow to adopt this. The pairing
of certain load profiles with network tariffs would give cus-
tomers the signal for investment in their energy devices. This
should reward people for reducing large and sudden changes
in generation or load, reward self-consumption of renewable
energy to use the network less, and reward peer-to-peer stor-
age services that only use the local grid.

Internationally there are capacity markets. Germany is one
example where Sonnen Batteries trades in their capacity mar-
ket and offers a 15-year PPA to retail customers. It is through
these market innovations that actual cost reflective pricing can
be made attractive to customers.

Any change to cost reflective network pricing would
need to be automatic to avoid increasing the complexity
of the current system. Customer pricing would need to
reflect lower costs for the feeders that are not under con-
straint. This would allow the retailer to sort out their ef-
ficient operation and leave the focus on the constrained
feeders. Capacity pricing using a KvA basis is being test-
ed with commercial customers in Queensland [11].

Spatially different pricing is unlikely as regional residents
would pay a far higher network charge. On the other hand,
temporal network pricing is possible. One example is DMIS
run by AEMO in Australia [3] which is a government led
tender that encouraged market solutions. The outcome has
included a distributor (CitiPower Powercor) dropping the sys-
tem voltage for a period and a retailer (Powershop) working
with retail customers to offer $10 per successful curtailment.

To achieve optimisation of the distribution network, the
network pricing needs to be dynamic. Virtual net metering
might help as this two-way flow could better recognise
distributed energy resources (DER). Outcomes might in-
clude optimised distribution grid capital decisions,
optimised regulation as more information is available,
smart charging of electric vehicles (EV), and better deci-
sions on consumer purchase and consumer use of technol-
ogy such as air-conditioning, and PV.

Storage

Storage can reduce grid issues [21, 33]. It offers a solution to
the intermittency problems of renewables, can smooth peaks,
offer fast frequency response, and load shift. This means that
distribution businesses can smooth power, manage peaks and
regulate frequency.

The world’s largest lithium-ion battery was commis-
sioned in 2018 at Hornsdale in South Australia and it
participates profitably in the ancillary markets [8]. This
is further enabled by the associated windfarm. A sample
of exports are shown in Fig. 3.

The levelised cost of grid electricity versus storage and PV
is coming close to competitive [20, 23]. In Australia, PV and
battery packages are being marketed to households with a 7-
year payback (with the 30% carbon subsidy on PV).
Australian consumers of PV have previously responded to a
7-year payback. There are 24,000 batteries in Australia which
is expected to rise to 700,000 by 2027 so appropriate regula-
tion of these will be critical to ensure an optimisation of the
electricity system. The may include battery sharing [19].
Customers are likely to accept impositions on their storage if
they receive a price benefit [29].

Storage is a key part of the current Virtual Power Plant
(VPP) test by the DB United Energy and the company
GreenSync [15]. Also a King Island test successfully automat-
ed despatch of storage [7].

Quantitative Results

A summary of the interviews is shown in Figs. 4, 5 and 6.
Figure 4 shows how interviewees rate the importance of
each of these policy areas. Box and whisker charts show
the mean with an X, and 50% of answers in the box. The
outliers show with a dot.
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The Australian energy experts rated more highly:

& the engagement of distribution businesses in this change, and
& the need for cost reflective pricing.

The experts agreedwe should implement pricing incentives
to encourage consumer behaviour in certain directions, but the
experts are not keen to see radical pricing reform due to the
lack of technical, political, and social support.

Next the likelihood of policies being adopted is shown in
Fig. 5.

The optimism of the experts was quite high for the success
of policies for:

& PVexport limits,
& high technology inverters and
& storage.

However, they showed notably lower confidence that dis-
tribution businesses would adopt the Customer Grid and a
lower confidence with cost reflective pricing.

Fig. 3 Hornsdale 100 MW Battery sales and forecast as at midday 21 May 2019

Fig. 4 Survey of 41 Australian
energy experts, results for
Importance
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The interviews were in 2018 and asked how many years in
the future the policies would begin to be effective. The option
offered was a range of 1–10 years and results show in Fig. 6.

These surveys show a caution about the active role of dis-
tribution businesses. They see storage as being 3–4 years
away and cost reflective pricing as being 4–6 years away.
They also see PVexport limits and high technology inverters
as being available for immediate rollout in the coming 2 years.

Discussion

The five policy areas explored in this research could regulate
PV as shown in Table 3.

To overcome issues from PV, distribution businesses
can install expensive equipment such as onload tap
changers (OLTC), mechanical voltage regulators, power

electronic voltage regulators, STATCOMS, transformer
upgrades and line drop compensators (LDC’s). The ex-
pense of these can drive up the costs of electricity [4]. An
alternative solution lies with inverters, which could reduce
their negative impact on the grid by autonomously moni-
toring voltage and setting output voltage with a learning
algorithm [38]. Options for inverter control defined in an
NREL report [34] include, connect and disconnect, adjust-
able peak generation, adjustable power factor, Volt-VAR
mode to adjust reactive power, frequency ride-through
and voltage ride-through to set voltage parameters
governing inverter connection shutoff.

These inverter control options offer a capability to manage
PVovervoltage by PVoutput curtailment or the redirection of
PVoutput to storage. Their reactive power capability is impor-
tant when reactive power control can help manage voltage
(particularly on longer feeders.) To do this we would need to

Fig. 5 Survey of 41 Australian
energy experts, results for
Likelihood of Success

Fig. 6 Survey of 41 Australian
energy experts, results for Years
in the Future before the policy is
implemented
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consider changes to the role of distribution businesses, invert-
er regulation, cost reflective pricing, and storage.

Policy development and regulation of storage is begin-
ning. The Australian Government agency AEMO is devel-
oping a register for batteries in Australia [2]. There is a
current rollout of 30,000 batteries in South Australia, which
should motivate more regulation and policy development.
Battery sharing is getting extensive academic interest, in-
cluding a recent article in Nature Energy [19], and storage
is a key part of the current Virtual Power Plant (VPP) test
by the DB United Energy and the company GreenSync
[15]). The Australian Government supported the King
Island test [7] which has also successfully automated des-
patch of storage. The orchestration of storage to improve
grid stability is technically possible. Customers may accept
controls on their household batteries, if the energy plan
rewards them for this imposition [29].

Sensors and AI are playing an increasing role in grid
management. One method of optimising operations is
through appliance-level load-control, and appliance track-
ing using energy signatures. This has no need for plug
level hardware. In another application, the use of a simple
temperature sensor attached to the outside of the nearest
transformer could warn of overload. The capacity price
could reward the user for amelioration at times of over-
load through battery storage of PV, load reduction or load
switching. Technology can automatically respond to net-
work conditions, and the main reason that it is not com-
mon is that network operators are not sure how to manage
this disaggregated resource and it is not yet clear what
smart inverter settings are best for the grid.

Information delivered to electricity customers will allow
customers to alter the way they use technology such as electric
vehicles, to save electricity costs. For example: smart-
charging of an Electric Vehicle could save Australians over
$1000 per year [1]. Additional information can motivate cus-
tomers and give them control over their electricity and allow
them to sell power or sell demand response. Customers will
see the grid as more reliable and offering more value if they

have information [9]. This increase in information will also
help people manage their electricity related buying and elec-
tricity use choices.

Conclusion

Our expert interviews suggest the five policy options to reduce
PVovervoltage include changes at the distribution businesses,
inverter regulation, PV export limits, cost reflective pricing,
and the implementation of more storage. The changes the
experts recommend at distribution businesses are encouraging
innovation and capacity markets. These markets will allow
users to have choice in their grid access, and higher levels of
network service will cost more. A scheme for this is outlined
in [10] paper “A Market Mechanism for Electric Vehicle
Charging Under Network Constraints.” [10]. This will be en-
abled with the availability of smart meter data and the control-
lability of customer inverters. Our expert group suggested the
technology for inverters to manage PVovervoltage is too un-
certain for fixed regulation, but there is an option for open
architecture in the inverter programming that will allow future
proofing. Our interviews showed there is comfort that the
standards process will provide adequate guidance without a
push from government.

Electricity systems around the world are struggling to re-
main reliable, cheap and clean [37].

& Reliable: The overvoltage from PV, and the undervoltage
from air-conditioning and other loads is making low volt-
age grids less reliable, and the peakiness and high renew-
ables penetration is making frequency control of the whole
grid less reliable. There is an opportunity to increase reli-
ability of the low voltage electricity system via regulations
that will to deliver reliability.

& Step 1 is to build strong regulatory controls on the inclu-
sion of controlled storage in homes that want to add PV.

& Step 2 is control of loads such as air-conditioning is seen
as the second key step to increase reliability [31]

Table 3 How the five policy
options might regulate PV The role of Distribution Businesses As the manager or owner of the affected assets, facing excessive costs

for asset upgrade they are highly motivated to act to regulate PV using
all tools at their disposal.

Inverter regulations The inverter design is controlled by standards and is an excellent way
to regulate PV.

PVexport limits Export limits offer suitable remedy for PVovervoltage in some
circumstances but should be a temporary measure.

Cost reflective pricing The incentivising of all stakeholders would be theoretically efficient,
but a fully cost reflective price will not be politically attractive thus
weakening this as a valuable policy focus.

Storage The potent step in overcoming issues from PV will be the integration
of storage. Pricing signals can be used to control the storage settings,
as well as storage inverter regulation, and network regulations.
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& Cheap: The electricity system was designed to meet
peaks with ample spare capacity, but the peak load
has increased at a time that the total electrical sales
have reduced, so less electricity is sold but in peakier
bursts driving up costs. Our expert interviews suggest
that a balance between government regulation and pri-
vate industry is the path forward.

& Step 1 is that governments free up trade and data flow,
we expect this data to allow an optimisation of the
system. Customers should then see equitable pricing
of low-voltage electricity distribution tariffs, which
send signals to the market to drive better decisions
on purchase of distributed energy sources such as
PV, and purchase of energy for large loads such as
electric vehicle charging [39].

& Step 2 is to encourage new markets including secondary
markets with brokers, integrators, aggregators, new goods,
and new services. These markets would support competi-
tion, which should drive prices down. An intervention the
interviewees do not support is cost reflective pricing. The
change to dynamic pricing is surprisingly low on their
priority. This change is seen as autocratic and it is per-
ceived that it will take too long. The view is that we will
be better to use a distribution service market to set pricing.
There is a rich literature on tariffs that should mean that
market settings for equitable sharing of costs and driving
lower system costs can be effectively designed. Customers
will respond if they see a benefit [27].

& Clean: The supply side of the electricity system is also
becoming more difficult to control as renewable energy
is integrated (wind and PV fluctuate with the weather).
One option is to build more infrastructure to meet contin-
gencies, but this drives up electricity costs.

& Step 1 is to regulate PV to allow wide adoption rather than
widespread use of PV export limits. Our expert inter-
viewees see these as a powerful short-term tool for man-
aging overload on certain feeders but not in the long-term.

This research offers a medium-term view of suitable regu-
lation of PV in low voltage grids and can contribute to the
development of policies.
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